SAILING DJ – Party Boat
NAUTICAL CHANNEL takes sailing to new party heights with SAILING DJ, a six episodes series, exclusive to Nautcal Channel
and produced by Goldragon HD.
Two hot aspiring DJs sail on a journey to discover the hottest DJ locations in the world. The islands of Ibiza and Formentera
off the coast of Spain where the cool and hip from around the world descend to PARTY all night to the beat of the top DJs
in the world.
Top Djs give lessons at their private hideaways where only a select few are invited. DJ Max and DJ Sam test their
knowledge and skills in a rock the boat performance. Don’t miss the party boat on Nautical Channel!
Nautical Channel Re-Inventing the Nautical World!

About Nautical Channel:
Nautical Channel is the only International 24/7 nautical sports and lifestyle channel in the world. The channel caters to a local
and worldwide audience and is available to about fifteen million subscribers in over twenty nine countries in English, French
and German.
Nautical Channel provides viewers with the best sports and lifestyle programming explained by international experts in a
clear and simple way for all levels of boating expertise. The award winning programming reaches a well-defined audience,
but also has a broad general public appeal.
Sailing and boating sports make up more than half the programming. Everything from boating sports (power and sailing) to
news, travel, adventure, yachts, surfing, on-board interviews, shipyards, equipment, undersea wrecks, an a lot more.
About Goldragon HD srl:
Goldragon HD is a young and dynamic italian enterprise which has been working in the media industry for the past twenty
years. It provides ENG crews to national television channels and it produces, edit and post-produce TV formats.
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